"Make mine snapshots!" Like ice cream on a stick, snaps always hit the spot! And easy to make? Couldn't be simpler!

With Kodak Verichrome Film, you press the button...it does the rest.

That's why it's America's favorite film by far.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y.

Kodak Film
...the film in the familiar yellow box

Kodak
ONE OF THE UNIQUE PLACES ON EARTH IS THE AMAZON HALL OF FAME, AND THRILLING
indeed are the different ways in which each member attained her immortal
place. Now, for the first time, WONDER WOMAN - beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as
Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury - takes you to
Paradise Island, home of the Amazons, to tell you the story of the newest
member. Today she is remembered as -
"THE GIRL WHO SAVED PARADISE ISLAND!"
Welcome to the opening of the Amazon Hall of Fame on Paradise Island---and here is your guide---Wonder Woman, the beautiful Amazon princess!

Here are some of the great Wonder Women of history who, by their heroism, imagination, zeal, and unselfishness, have made the world a better place to live in.

Queen Elizabeth, under whose reign England prospered---and became a great sea power---"

"The courageous Elizabeth Barrett Browning, who triumphed over her ill health to write such immortal poetry as 'Sonnets from the Portuguese'."

"Gentle Clara Barton, who founded the Red Cross; Marie Curie, co-discoverer of radium, the element which has done so much to relieve suffering; graceful Anna Pavlova, the ballerina who enchanted the world---"
AND THIS SEEMING CHILD IS Astra, Queen of the Planet Infanta, who helped save Paradise Island from invasion! For her amazing story we must go back to--

--ANCIENT SPARTA, WHEN IT WAS THE CRUEL CUSTOM TO LEAVE THE INFANTS THEY THOUGHT WERE WEAKLINGS, MOSTLY GIRLS, IN THE WILD HILLS TO PERISH DURING THE NIGHT--

"BY THE NEXT DAY--"

THE INFANTS ARE GONE--CARRIED OFF BY WILD BEASTS!

IT IS BETTER THAT THEY PERISH NOW, RATHER THAN LIVE TO DISGRACE SPARTA!

"THE ANCIENT SPARTANS WOULD HAVE BEEN STARTLED TO DISCOVER WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED, FOR AS NIGHT FELL AND WILD BEASTS DREW NEAR THE HELPLESS INFANTS--"

"--THEY WERE DRIVEN OFF BY AMAZONS, LED BY QUEEN HIPPOLYTE!"

SAVE THE INFANTS, AMAZONS!

BY ATHENA'S SHIELD! THAT LITTLE ONE PUNCHING THE WOLF HAS SHINING COURAGE! I AM GOING TO NAME HER ASTRA, AFTER THE STARS."
AFTER THE BEAUTIFUL AMAZONS HAD PLACED THE GIRL BABIES IN THEIR FLYING SWAN PLANES:

TO INFANTA!

NEARING INFANTA, THE CHILD PLANET—

PREPARE TO LAND!

HOLA, AMAZONS!

INFANTAS, HOLA!

INFANTAS, I CONSIGN MORE GIRL BABIES TO YOUR CARE.
THEY HAVE BEEN SAVED JUST AS YOU ONCE WERE. TEACH THEM, AS WE TAUGHT YOU, THE AMAZON WAYS OF LOVE, PEACE, SERVICE, DISCIPLINE, AND SPORTS.

AND THAT IS HOW ASTRA REACHED THE CHILD PLANET WHERE, BECAUSE OF ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS, SHE REACHED HER FULL POWERS AT FIVE YEARS AND NEVER AGED MORE THAN THAT.
"Astra's remarkable prowess and devotion to others soon earned her infanta's highest honors--"

"Hola, Queen Astra!"

"Queen Hippolyte, we on Infanta will never forget what we owe to you and the Amazons of Paradise Island. If ever you are in need of help, we shall be at your side!"

"Thank you, Queen Astra! This gift of a mental radio set, enabling us to communicate with each other, seals our friendship."

"At that very moment, Mars, God of War, surveyed a group of his 'pupils' on another planet, Duxo--"

"So these are the Spartan infant boys you rescued from perishing, Lord Conquest? Ho ho! You've done a good job turning them into my followers of hate and force!"

"But what of the Amazons, all-highest, those believers in love and peace, who thwart our attempts to turn the earth into a permanent battlefield?"

"Remember how I gave the Greeks the idea of beating the Trojans by guile--with the Trojan horse? I'm going to use that same trick on the Amazons, with these Duxos as another horse!"

"First, I want the Duxo's every waking and sleeping moment to be devoted to one thought--death to the Amazons!"

"It shall be done, O Mars! Death to the Amazons!"
THE DUXOS ARE READY, ALL-HIGHEST!

EXCELLENT! HERE IS MY PLAN TO WIPE OUT THOSE AMAZONS!

THE AMAZONS WILL NOT EXPECT THESE BOYS TO BE AN INVADING FORCE. WHILE THEY ARE CAUGHT BY SURPRISE—WE SHALL STRIKE IN THE SECOND WAVE AND DESTROY PARADISE ISLAND!

MEANWHILE, AS LT. DIANA PRINCE AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, I HAD JUST COMPLETED MY DUTIES WHEN—"

CALLING WONDER WOMAN—HURRY! URGENT!

GREAT HERA! STEVE NEEDS ME!

'I QUICKLY CHANGED INTO WONDER WOMAN AND—'

CALLING ROBOT PLANE!
MY 3000 MILES-PER-MINUTE AMAZON PLANE QUICKLY REACHED ITS DESTINATION—THE NEW OBSERVATORY ATOP DORANDO MT. FROM WHICH SCIENTISTS EXPECT TO SEE FARHER INTO SPACE THAN THEY EVER DID BEFORE—"THERE'S STEVE!"

THERE'S SOMETHING QUEER GOING ON IN SPACE, BEAUTIFUL. WE CAN'T MAKE IT OUT, THAT'S WHY I SENT FOR YOU.

WE HOPED YOU COULD EXPLAIN THOSE ODD FLASHES COMING FROM MARS AND A MYSTERIOUS PLANETOID NEAR IT, WONDER WOMAN.

"I LOOKED THROUGH THE GIANT TELESCOPE—"

THOSE "LIGHT FLASHES" ARE SOLAR ENERGY TRAILS LEFT BEHIND BY AIR FLEETS LEAVING MARS AND A SATELLITE PLANETOID!

WE CHARTED THEIR PROBABLE DESTINATION. THEY SEEM TO BE HEADING FOR THE MIDDLE OF THE OCEAN NOW—WHERE NEAR LAND!

MERCIIFUL MINERVA!

THERE'S NO TIME TO EXPLAIN NOW!
I COULDN'T TELL THE
SCIENTISTS THAT WHAT THEY
THOUGHT WAS THE MIDDLE OF
THE OCEAN WAS THE SECRET
LOCATION OF PARADISE
ISLAND—UNKNOWN TO ANY
EARTH MAN—NOW THREATENED
BY MARS' INVASION FORCES!

MEANWHILE, AS MARS' SPACE FLEET NEARED THE EARTH—"
MARS' FLAGSHIP TO DUXO LEADER! PREPARE TO
DROP A GAS CLOUD OVER PARADISE ISLAND!

WAIT TEN MINUTES FOR THE
CLOUD TO HAVE ITS EFFECT ON THE
AMAZONS, THEN LAND. WE IN THE
SECOND WAVE WILL FOLLOW IN SIX
MINUTES.

I HEAR,
ALL-HIGHEST!

IN TWENTY MINUTES, THE ISLAND WILL BE OURS
AND MY PERSONAL BANNER OF FORGE SHALL FLY
IN PLACE OF THE AMAZON FLAG OF LOVE AND PEACE!

HAIL, O MARS!

SHORTLY, AT PARADISE ISLAND—"
QUEEN HIPPOLYTE--

GREAT ATHENA!... GAS...
ISLAND BEING... ATTACKED!
MUST GET WORD... TO...
WONDER WOMAN--

CALLING--
WONDER WOMAN
PARADISE ISLAND...
HELPLESS... FALLING
“Queen Hippolyte’s urgent appeal was picked up by Queen Astra—”

Paradise... Helpless...

Great Hera! The Amazons are in danger!

“Infantas! Now is our chance to repay our great debt to the Amazons!”

“Full speed to Paradise Island!”

“In my Amazon plane, I picked up my mother’s message and—”

“If Mars lands on Paradise Island all will be lost!”

“Quickly setting my plane on robot control, I hid Paradise Island from view with a smoke screen—”

Concealing the island will not delay Mars for long. I’ve got to divert his invasion fleet away from here entirely!”
UNDER COVER OF THE SMOKE SCREEN, I Dived into the water."

--SWAM TO A DUMMY PARADISE ISLAND ANCHORED IN THE DEPTHS AWAITING JUST SUCH AN EMERGENCY--"

--AND AFTER RELEASING IT, HURRIEDLY PUSHED THIS Duplicates AMAZON ISLAND TO THE SURFACE--"

AT THAT MOMENT--"

IF THOSE AMAZONS THOUGHT THEY COULD DECEIVE US WITH THAT SMOKE SCREEN, THEY'RE MISTAKEN! THERE'S PARADISE ISLAND AGAIN! ATTACK IMMEDIATELY!

WE DO YOUR BIDDING, ALL-HIGHEST!

"AND THAT IS HOW I FOUND MYSELF ALONE ON THE FALSE PARADISE ISLAND, AS MARS' INVASION FLEET LANDED!"

DEATH TO THE AMAZONS!
"AS THE FIRST WAVE OF THE INVASION FLEET APPROACHED ME, I WAS AMAZED!"

HAMMERS OF HEPHESTUS!
THEY'RE ONLY BOYS!

CLANG!

"THEY'RE FILLED WITH HATE AND UNBOUND FORCE! THIS IS MARS' WORK! BUT I CAN'T HURT THEM--THEY'RE ONLY CHILDREN!"

CLANG!

"IT SEEMED AS IF MARS' PLAN WAS SUCCEEDING--"

WONDER WOMAN HESITATES!
NOW IS OUR CHANCE TO CAPTURE HER!

"BUT JUST THEN, QUEEN ASTRA ARRIVED--"

QUEEN ASTRA!
I HAVE COME TO DISCHARGE A DEBT, WONDER WOMAN! MY INFANTAS FOLLOW ME!

CLANG!

"QUEEN ASTRA UNHESITATINGLY ENGAGED THE DUXOS, GIVING ME THE CHANCE TO CONFRONT MARS AND HIS MINIONS AS THEY LANDED--"

FOR MARS! DEATH TO THE AMAZONS!

FOR APHRODITE AND THE AMAZONS!"
THIS TIME IT WAS MARS’ TURN TO BE SURPRISED—
OUR PLAN HAS FAILED! WE CAN’T STOP WONDER WOMAN!
FLEE!

THE ENDS MARS’ DIABOLICAL PLAN!

HATE AND FORCE ARE SIGNS OF WEAKNESS!
LOVE FOR OTHERS IS THE GREATEST POWER
IN THE WORLD!

ASTRA HAS LEARNED OUR AMAZON WAYS
WELL! BUT WHAT OF THE BOYS WHOM MARS
HAS INSTILLED WITH THE VIRUS OF HATE
AND WAR?

LEAVE THAT TO US, WONDER WOMAN. WE SHALL TAKE THEM
TO INFANTA WITH US AND
TEACH THEM AMAZON WAYS.

HAVING SEEN YOU IN ACTION, QUEEN ASTRA, I’VE NO
DOUBT YOU WILL SUCCEED!

THE AMAZONS QUICKLY RECOVERED FROM THE GAS—AND ALL
WAS WELL ON PARADISE ISLAND AGAIN!

—AND THAT IS THE STORY OF QUEEN ASTRA OF INFANTA,
A REAL LITTLE WONDER WOMAN OF HISTORY! ...DO YOU
KNOW SOMEONE, OR READ ABOUT SOMEONE, WHOM YOU THINK
SHOULD BE IN THE AMAZON HALL OF FAME? WRITE ABOUT
YOUR CHOICE TO WONDER WOMAN, ¾ NATIONAL COMICS, 480
LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. THE 25 BEST LETTERS
WILL RECEIVE A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION TO WONDER WOMAN
COMICS! GOOD LUCK AND DON’T DELAY!

END
COMING!

Movie stars and their costumes
(on the Kellogg Variety tray)

Life-like paper dolls of famous movie stars to cut out and dress up! Beautiful costumes in color with each actor and actress, plus props they use when acting! All this—and a copy of their autographs, too!

Stage crews and movie equipment
(on individual Variety Boxes)

Models of Hollywood crews and stage equipment to cut out and place on your own Hollywood set. Cameramen, klieg lights, wind machines, microphones—16 other models, plus a plan of a typical Hollywood set to guide you in setting up your own Hollywood show.

GLENN FORD, STARING "FOR THOSE WHO DARE" in a Columbia production—first in Kellogg's Variety Movie Star Series.

JANE GREER, glamorous RKO star, second in Kellogg's Variety Movie Star Series. Both Stars selected by PHOTOPLAY Movie Magazine

Look! The wardrobe mistress!

AND HERE'S A 3-DIMENSIONAL CAMERA BOOM!

Tell Mom this

Tell Mom she can get 12 gladiolus bulbs of "flower show" quality, supplied by one of California's largest growers, for only 25¢ with the end (with white star) of Kellogg's variety package. Send name and address, plus 25¢ to Kellogg's, Box 3013, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles 54, Calif.

HURRY! Get Kellogg's VARIETY today! This Hollywood series ONLY on Kellogg's VARIETY PACKAGE—America's favorite cereal assortment.

COLLECTING KELLOGG TRAINS? Some grocers still have VARIETY PACKAGES with train cutouts—complete your set while they last!

Mother Knows Best
HI, FELLAS AND GIRLS!

WHAT'S ALL THE ARGUMENT ABOUT?

OH-UH, HELLO, CAPTAIN TOOTSIE!

WE WEREN'T ARGUING... JUST, ER-DISCUSING SOMETHING!

NICE TO HAVE SEEN YOU, CAPTAIN TOOTSIE! ER... DON'T WE HAVE TO GO NOW, KIDS?

HMM! THERE'S SOMETHING GOING ON THAT THE KIDS DON'T WANT ME TO KNOW ABOUT! THAT ISN'T LIKE MY SONS AT ALL! I WONDER WHAT THEY'RE UP TO?

IS HE GONE ROLLO?

I HOPE HE DIDN'T HEAR WHAT WE WERE TALKING ABOUT!

HE'S OUT OF SIGHT! C'MON! LET'S GET GOING WITH OUR PLAN!

WHAT ARE THE BOYS AND GIRLS DREAMING UP?

WHY DON'T THEY WANT THEIR GOOD FRIEND, CAPTAIN TOOTSIE, TO KNOW ABOUT IT?

CAN THEY BE UP TO SOME MISCHIEF?

AN HOUR LATER...

OH, CAPTAIN TOOTSIE, I'M SO GLAD I FOUND YOU! YOU MUST COME TO MARBRELLE'S HOUSE RIGHT AWAY! WE NEED YOU!

LET'S EAT A TOOTSIE ROLL FOR QUICK ENERGY AND BE THERE IN A FLASH!

WELL, I'LL BE... SO THIS IS WHAT YOU WERE DREAMING UP!

LOOK AT THAT CAKE, CAPTAIN TOOTSIE! IT HAS TOOTSIE ROLLS FOR CANDLES!

SURPRISE! HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!

AND OUR FAVORITE LICKIN' CANDY... TOOTSIE POPS WITH TOOTSIE ROLL CENTERS!

WOOSH!

TOOTSIE CANDIES ARE A GRAND TREAT AT ANY TIME... EACH PIECE PACKED WITH MOUTH-WATERING GOODNESS AND ENERGY!

GET SOME TODAY!

DELICIOUS CHEWY TOOTSIE ROLL CENTER

COCONUT CENTER

LICKING GOOD TOP-8 FLAVORS

A DOUBLE TREAT!
Can one person be in two places at the same time? Science insists: no! And yet many legends have arisen over just such seeming impossibilities! Was it magic? An optical illusion? Well, here is the amazing story of what happened when Wonder Woman—beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—was suddenly confronted by a double whom people declared was no one else than herself! How the alluring Amazon maid solved this baffling problem at a crucial moment when several lives were at stake is only one of the many exciting scenes in her latest dramatic adventure...

"Wonder Woman's Double!"
THERE IS AN OLD SAYING: "A PERSON IS LIKE A COIN WITH TWO HEADS," WHICH MEANS THAT EVERYONE IN THIS WORLD HAS A DOUBLE. ETTA CANDY, FOR INSTANCE, ATTENDING HOLLIDAY COLLEGE IS BLISSFULLY UN AWARE THAT HER DOUBLE IS AN ESKIMO IN GREENLAND!

COL. STEVE TREVOR, OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, DOES NOT DREAM THAT--HIS DOUBLE IS AN ARTIST IN PARIS!

WONDER WOMAN, THE ALLURING AMAZON PRINCESS, RETURNING FROM A SUCCESSFUL MISSION TO RESUME HER SECRET IDENTITY OF LT. DIANA PRINCE OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, WOULD BE AMAZED IF SHE KNEW THAT HER DOUBLE--

IS VELMA VANTON, A FLOWER VENDER IN AUSTRALIA!

FLOWERS? FRESH FLOWERS! FLOWERS TO BRIGHTEN HOME AND HEART!

THAT EVENING, AS VELMA LEAVES HER FLOWER STAND, SHE IS GREETED BY FRIENDS--

DON'T FORGET THE MASQUERADE PARTY TOMORROW NIGHT, VELMA!

I'M GOING AS JULIET! WHAT COSTUME ARE YOU GOING TO WEAR, VELMA?

I--I HAVEN'T DECIDED YET.

SHORTLY AFTER--

I THINK I'LL GO AS JOAN OF ARC-- OR QUEEN ELIZABETH-- OR PERHAPS FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE--?

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
AT THAT MOMENT, INSIDE THE COSTUME SHOP--

IT'S A CUSTOMER, TRUFF. BETTER STAY OUT OF SIGHT.

GET RID OF THE DAMN AS FAST AS YOU CAN!

AS VELMA ASKS FOR VARIOUS COSTUMES--

SORRY, MISS, ALL THE COSTUMES YOU ASKED FOR HAVE ALREADY BEEN RENTED. YOU SHOULD HAVE COME SOONER.

OH, BUT I MUST FIND SOMETHING! I DON'T WANT TO MISS THE MASQUERADE PARTY! PLEASE HELP ME!

YOU MIGHT FIND SOMETHING IN THE STORE-ROOM, MISS. YOU CAN PUT ON THE COSTUME IN THERE AND THEN COME OUTSIDE TO LOOK AT YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR HERE.

THANK YOU! I WON'T TAKE LONG!

AS THE MINUTES PASS BY--

WHY DIDN'T YOU SEND HER AWAY?

THIS STORE WOULDN'T BE A SAFE HIDEOUT IF I DIDN'T ACT AS IF I REALLY WERE A COSTUME RENTER. BESIDES--LOOK--SHE'S COMING OUT!

JUMPING SWORDFISH! DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?

I FORGOT I STILL HAD THAT OLD AMAZON COSTUME! IN IT SHE LOOKS JUST LIKE--

I--I LOOK JUST LIKE WONDER WOMAN!
WHAT A BREAK FOR US! IMAGINE HAVING SOMEONE IN OUR GANG WHO LOOKS JUST LIKE WONDER WOMAN! WE COULD TURN THE WORLD UPSIDE DOWN! I'VE GOT A PLAN! BZZZ-BZZZ-BZZZ!

--JUST LIKE WONDER WOMAN
--OH!

I COULDN'T HELP OVERHEARING YOU, MISS. ABOUT YOU LOOKING LIKE WONDER WOMAN, THERE REALLY ISN'T A WONDER WOMAN. NO ONE HUMAN COULD POSSIBLY DO ALL THE FEATS SHE'S SUPPOSED TO HAVE DONE!

WE OUGHT TO KNOW, MISS. WE'RE FROM MILITARY INTELLIGENCE!

WONDER WOMAN IS A MYTH! SHE'S NOT ONE, BUT HALF A DOZEN WOMEN WHO RESemble EACH OTHER, WHOM WE'VE EMPLOYED IN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE! THAT'S WHY WE'VE BEEN SO SUCCESSFUL WITH THEM IN CONFUSING CRIMINALS! AND--

--YOU LOOK EXACTLY LIKE WONDER WOMAN! --I MEAN WHAT PEOPLE THINK SHE LOOKS LIKE! SAY--HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK FOR MILITARY INTELLIGENCE WITH US?

I--I'D LOVE TO! IT--IT WOULD BE THRILLING!

THE FOOLISH GIRL IS FALLING FOR HIS LIE ABOUT WONDER WOMAN NOT BEING REAL! HA, HA!

AT THAT MOMENT, IN AMERICA, THE REAL WONDER WOMAN IS HAVING A HURRIED CONFERENCE WITH STEVE TREVOR--

MY MEN HAVE TRAPPED THE DORPO GANG ON THAT ROOF! THEY'RE KILLERS! I'VE SENT FOR A PLANE TO DROP TEAR GAS ON THE GANG--THEN WE'LL RUSH THEM!

YOU'RE RIGHT, STEVE! BUT WHY WAIT?

WITH ONE BOUND, THE AGILE AMAZON LEAPS TOWARD THE ROOF!

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A LITTLE GAME OF BULLETS--AND-BRACELETS TO PASS THE TIME!

BANG!
IT'S WONDER WOMAN! GRAB HER! WE'LL USE HER FOR A SHIELD TO CRASH OUT OF HERE!

LEAVE IT TO US, BOSS!

SUPPOSE YOU LEAVE IT TO ME!

SHE'S DYNAMITE!

A FEW MINUTES LATER--

YOU'RE TERRIFIC, WONDER WOMAN! THERE'S NO ONE LIKE YOU IN THIS WHOLE WORLD! YOU KNOW HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU! WON'T YOU MARRY ME, BEAUTIFUL?

BEAUTIFUL? IS IT JUST A PRETTY FACE YOU LOVE, STEVE?

NO, ANGEL! IT'S JUST YOU WHO MAKES MY HEART BEAT FASTER! WHY, I'D KNOW YOU IF--IF THERE WERE A MILLION GIRLS WHO LOOKED JUST LIKE YOU!

I WONDER--

MEANWHILE, THE DIABOLICAL TRUFF PLANS HIS FIRST CRIME WITH WONDER WOMAN'S DOUBLE--

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE INFORMED ME THAT THE GUARDS AT THE ARGUS GOLD MINE TONIGHT WILL BE REPLACED BY GANGSTERS PLANNING TO ROB THE MINE! WE'RE GOING TO CAPTURE THEM--WITH YOUR HELP!

MINE--HOW?

BY DIVERTING THE GUARDS' ATTENTION LONG ENOUGH FOR MY MEN INSIDE THE TRUCK TO TAKE THEM BY SURPRISE! BECAUSE THE LAST PERSON THE GANGSTERS WILL EXPECT TO SEE TONIGHT IS THE WOMAN THEY THINK IS WONDER WOMAN!
Shortly, near the mine entrance—

Wonder Woman! Probably come to warn us about something! We don't have to worry about anything with that Amazon around!

Better give up! You're surrounded!

Give up? Surrounded?

What are you talking about, Wonder Woman?

Before the startled guards can recover from their surprise, they are attacked by boxing kangaroos approaching them noiselessly and—

Look out! It's a trap!

A few minutes later—

Those fighting kangaroos certainly surprised me!

Look what they did to those gangsters masquerading as guards! Ha! Ha! But that's military intelligence! Full of surprises! All right, men! Take over!

Later, at the costume shop—

What a haul! This is only the beginning! We're flying to America—where there are really big stakes! And Wonder Woman's double is going to help us—just as she did tonight! She thinks she is a military intelligence operative! Ha ha!

Shortly, flying toward America—

You've done very well on your first assignment, Velma! Headquarters will congratulate you personally after the completion of your next mission!

I'm so glad to help fight crime!

Continued on third page following.
Deputy U.S. Royal and the Elm City Bike Club boys are on their way home from an all-day bike-hike when suddenly...

**Look! Fire in the warehouse!**

...Must be the mystery firebug the police are after!

...Maybe the picture I took will clear up some of the mystery! Get this film developed, fellas, while I jet over to the fire-station for help!

**With all-out jet speed, U.S. Royal—leading the fire-truck—is soon on his way back to the burning warehouse...**

...Where the firemen fight the big blaze with all they've got!

Good! Here come the boys with the developed infra-red film I took!

Well, the fire's out... the warehouse is saved... but we still don't know who the firebug is...

**The next day, the firebug is brought in, makes a full confession when he sees the picture of himself in action!**

...in appreciation for a little fast lenswork... plus a lot of fast footwork!

**Plus our U.S. Royals!**

Fellas, when the situation calls for fast biking, you can really speed with safety when you're riding on U.S. Royal bike tires—with that special built-in skid chain!

**Everybody's talking about Bike Comics! Get your copy today—at your U.S. Royal Bike Tire dealer's. It's Free!**

**U.S. Bike Tires**

America's Fastest Selling Tires

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
Serving Through Science
BANDITS BOMBED BY BOTTLES!

Dashiell Hammett's
Adventures of SAM SPADE

LISTEN TO: "The Adventures of Sam Spade"
every Sunday evening on your Columbia (CBS) station. See radio listing in your local newspaper.

WHERE DO WE SIT WITH ALL THIS WILDROOT CREAM-OIL...HEY LISTEN!

THE BANDITS ARE REPORTED RACING TOWARD THE BORDER POLICE WARN MOTORISTS TO CLEAR HIGHWAY #1 FOR MOTORCYCLES PURSUING THE BANDIT CAR.

THERE'S HIGHWAY #1 AND THERE'S A CAR WITH MOTORCYCLES ABOUT A MILE BEHIND...

NOW IF THEY JUST HAD A BLOWOUT THAT WOULD STOP 'EM!

WELL, LET'S GIVE EM A BLOWOUT! FLY OVER THE ROAD AHEAD OF EM WITH 'EM...LETS OPEN THESE CASES OF WILDROOT CREAM-OIL!

CREAM-OIL AWAY!

WHY SO GLUM, SAM? THOSE GLASS BOTTLES STOPPED 'EM.

YEAH! BUT THEY WERE FULL OF WILDROOT CREAM-OIL. THINK OF ALL THE GUYS WHO WONT HAVE HANDSOME, WELL-GROOMED HAIR JUST BECAUSE OF ME!

POOR SAM...

SAM SPADE ASKS:
CAN YOUR SCALP PASS THE FINGERNAIL TEST?

TRY IT! SCRATCH YOUR HEAD IF YOU FIND SIGNS OF DRYNESS AND DANDRUFF. YOU NEED WILDROOT CREAM-OIL HAIR TONIC, NON-ALCOHOLIC CONTAINS SOOTHING LANOLIN.

EFFIE SAYS:
SMART GIRLS USE WILDROOT CREAM-OIL FOR QUICK GROOMING AND FOR RELIEVING DRYNESS BETWEEN PERMANENTS. MOTHERS FIND IT WONDERFUL FOR TRAINING CHILDREN'S HAIR.
I've heard so much about Wonder Woman's bracelets and lasso! Are they part of military intelligence's strategy to frighten gangsters--like the many female operatives people think are one person?

Er--yes, Velma, and I'll show you how the lasso and bracelets really work--when the time comes!

Meanwhile, at military intelligence--

I have to test a jet job, Di. If Wonder Woman calls me, please tell her I'll be back as soon as possible!

Don't you think of any one else besides that Amazon, Steve? What about me?

You're a nice girl, Di, and I like you very much, but--what I feel for Wonder Woman is a different matter! So long!

Goodbye!

Steve is so certain about his feelings for Wonder Woman! Yet--why hasn't his heart told him who I really am?

As Steve flashes through the skies, an ironic fate sets the scene for the moment when Steve must make a life or death choice between Wonder Woman and her double!

Shortly, Diana is startled by a message received over military intelligence news ticker and changes to Wonder Woman--

"Wonder Woman implicated in Australian gold mine robbery! Suffering Sappho! Someone must be impersonating me! I'll have to look into that at once!"

And so it is that Wonder Woman's 3000 mile-per-minute plane and the plane carrying the Amazon's double pass without either being aware of the other!
AS WONDER WOMAN LANDS AND HURRIES TO THE GOLD MINE --

LOOK--THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN!
WE WON'T LET HER FOOL US AGAIN INTO THINKING SHE'S WONDER WOMAN!

SHADES OF PLUTO! THE GUARDS PROBABLY THINK THEY'RE GOING TO BE TRAPPED AGAIN! I'LL HAVE TO CONVINCE THEM I'M NOT AN IMPOSTER!

THERE'S ONLY ONE PERSON IN THE WORLD ABLE TO CATCH BULLETS AND HOLD US UP IN THE AIR WITH ONE HAND--THIS IS THE REAL WONDER WOMAN!

SORRY, WONDER WOMAN! BUT THE GIRL WHO FOOL US LOOKED EXACTLY LIKE YOU!

RELEASING THE GUARDS AND SUMMONING HER ROBOT PLANE--

THEN KEEP ALERT, BOYS! I'VE GOT TO CAPTURE MY DOUBLE BEFORE SHE CAUSES MORE HARM! I'LL PATROL THE AIRWAYS UNTIL SHE MAKES HER NEXT MOVE!

AT THAT MOMENT, HALFWAY ACROSS THE WORLD, STEVE'S PLANE DEVELOPS ENGINE TROUBLE AND CRASHES ON AN ISOLATED BEACH!

AS THE DAZED FLYER REELS AWAY FROM THE WRECKAGE, HE MENTAL RADIOS WONDER WOMAN--

CALLING-- WONDER WOMAN!

CALLING--

THUD!
THOUSANDS OF MILES AWAY, THE AMAZON PRINCESS RECEIVES STEVE'S MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE--

CALLING--WONDER WOMAN! MADE--CRASH--Landing!

I--I--

MERCIFUL MINERV A, STEVE MUST BE HURT! I'LL GO TO HIM AT ONCE BY SETTING THE "DIRECTION FINDER" TO HIS MENTAL RADIO VIBRATION!

MEANWHILE, THE PLANE CARRYING WONDER WOMAN'S DOUBLE LANDS NOT FAR FROM STEVE'S PLANE--

WHY DID WE LAND HERE, IN THIS LONELY SPOT?

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE STRATEGY! THE LESS THE UNDERWORLD KNOWS ABOUT OUR WHEREABOUTS--THE BETTER! IT'LL MAKE OUR NEXT ASSIGNMENT THAT MUCH EASIER!

AT THAT MOMENT, THE DAZED, WANDERING STEVE STUMBL ES INTO VIEW--

IT'S COL. TREVOR! WONDER WOMAN'S FRIEND! SHOOT HIM BEFORE HE DENOUNCES YELMA AND SPOILS OUR GAME! WE'LL SAY HE'S A SPY!

WONDER WOMAN!

OH, YOU'RE HURT!

TREVOR IS FOOL ED, TOO!

WE'LL KEEP HIM AS A HOSTAGE! IN CASE THE REAL WONDER WOMAN EVER GETS ON OUR TRAIL, SHE WON'T FIGHT US IF TREVOR'S LIFE IS AT STAKE!

MEANWHILE, THE BEAUTIFUL AMAZON, ARRIVING AT THE SCENE OF STEVE'S CRASH--

THANK APHRODITE! STEVE WAS ABLE TO WALK AWAY FROM THIS CRASH! HE CAN'T HAVE GONE FAR! I'LL FOLLOW HIS TRAIL IN THE SAND!
AS WONDER WOMAN FOLLOWS STEVE'S TRAIL---

ANGEL--- THERE-- THERE!

GREAT HERA! THERE'S STEVE-- WITH MY DOUBLE! HE'S MIS-
TAKEN HER FOR ME! AND HE ONCE SAID HE COULD PICK ME OUT
FROM AMONG A MILLION IMPersonATORS! TSK! TSK!

SUDDENLY, WONDER WOMAN RECEIVES A BLOW WHICH EVEN AN
AMAZON CAN'T
WITHSTAND---

Lucky we spotted WONDER
WOMAN before she saw us!

She was so surprised at seeing her boy
friend mistake her
double for herself, that she never heard us!

ONHHHHH!

BOUND WITH HER MAGIC LASSO---

LET'S GET RID OF WONDER WOMAN
RIGHT AWAY.

NO! I'VE GOT A BETTER IDEA!
STEVE THINKS VELMA IS WONDER
WOMAN. THEREFORE WE'LL THINK
WONDER WOMAN IS HER OWN DOUBLE!
WHAT A TERRIFIC Joke if Steve was
RESPONSIBLE FOR WONDER WOMAN'S
DEATH! THIS IS HOW WE'LL DO IT!
HA HA!

A FEw MOMENTS LATER, VELMA, WONDER
WOMAN'S DOUBLE, LOSES CONSCIOUSNESS FROM
A WHIFF OF SLEEPING GAS AND--

WHAT-- WHAT'S HAPPENING?
YOU-- WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO
HER?

OHHH...!

THE DAZED STEVE FLOUNDS
THROUGH THE SAND AFTER THE
THUGS---

STOP!-- LET HER GO!

BY THE TIME STEVE REACHES THE FUGITIVES, A STARTLING
SPECTACLE CONFRONTS HIM---

GREAT BLAZES! ARE THERE TWO WONDER
WOMEN-- OR AM I SEEING
DOUBLE?

WHAT YOU SEE IS WONDER
WOMAN AND HER DOUBLE! AND IT
WILL BE YOUR JOB TO PICK OUT
THE REAL WONDER WOMAN!
MAKE A MISTAKE-- AND A BULLET
WILL DECIDE YOUR FATE!
YOU SHOULD KNOW WHICH ONE IS THE REAL WONDER WOMAN! YOU WERE JUST WITH HER! CHOOSE! BUT REMEMBER—YOUR CHOICE WILL BE THE SIGNAL FOR THE PROPELLER TO BE STARTED BEARING THE ONE WHO IS NOT CHOSEN—TO HER DOOM!

AT THAT MOMENT, WONDER WOMAN AWAKES AND—

MERCIFUL MINerva! IF STEVE CHOOSES ME—THAT POOR GIRL WILL DIE! WISE ATHENA—GUIDE ME TO PREVENT THIS AWFUL THING FROM HAPPENING! STEVE MUST NOT CHOOSE ME!

AND SO THE INGENIOUS AMAZON SEeks TO SACRIFICE HERSELF BY DELIBERATELY CONFUSING STEVE—

FORGIVE ME, WONDER WOMAN, FOR IMPERSONATING YOU! IF I HADN'T THIS MIGHT NEVER HAVE HAPPENED!

BUT TO THE BEAUTEOUS PRINCESS' SURPRISE—

NO! THAT'S NOT TRUE! YOU—AND ONLY YOU—ARE WONDER WOMAN!

BLAST IT! I'VE FAILED! START THE PROPELLER ANYWAY!

IN THE CONFUSION, THE STARTLED THUG PILOT STARTS BOTH PROPELLERS—

GREAT HERA! I MUST FREE MYSELF!

WITH AN INCREDIBLE BURST OF STRENGTH THE MIGHTY AMAZON WRENCHES THE WHIRLING PROPELLER AND HERSELF LOOSE FROM THE ENGINE—

WONDER WOMAN'S FREE! BLAST HER!
A MOMENT LATER, WONDER WOMAN, WITH SPLIT-SECOND TIMING, SNATCHES HER DOUBLE FREE OF THE SPINNING PROPELLER WHILE WARDING OFF A HAIL OF BULLETS!

YOU ARE FOOLISH, BOYS, TO TRY TO GET ME THIS WAY!

OH HHH HH

TURNING TO THE THUGS, THE AMAZON SWIFTLY LASSEES THEM AND --

I COMMAND YOU TO TELL ME THE TRUTH!

SOMETHING COMPELS ME-- I PLANNED IT ALL-- AND TRICKED VELMA INTO THINKING SHE WAS WORKING FOR MILITARY INTELLIGENCE!

WITH THE GANG TIED UP AND AWAITING ARREST --

THE GIRL IS INNOCENT, BUT AS FOR YOUR DOUBLE -- SHE'S A POTENTIAL TIME BOMB IN THE HANDS OF ANY CRIMINALS! WHAT'S TO BE DONE WITH --

MY FACE --

GREAT HERA! THE SHATTERING PROPELLER MUST HAVE HURT HER! I'LL TAKE HER TO PAULA AT ONCE!

LATER, AT THE LABORATORY OF PAULA, A SKILLED AZUCAR-TRAINED SCIENTIST --

HER FACE WAS BADLY INJURED, I HAD TO USE PLASTIC SURGERY. BUT SHE'S ALL RIGHT NOW.

GREAT THUNDER! SHE'S BEAUTIFUL -- EVEN THOUGH SHE NO LONGER LOOKS LIKE YOU!

OH, THANK YOU, WONDER WOMAN, FOR ALL YOU'VE DONE!

YOU'RE SO LOVELY, DEAR! I'M SURE WE'LL BE ABLE TO GET YOU A JOB AS A MODEL!

TELL ME, STEVE, HOW DID YOU PICK ME OUT?

ONLY YOU, ANGEL, WOULD HAVE DENIED YOUR TRUE IDENTITY -- IN ORDER TO SAVE YOUR DOUBLE'S LIFE -- AT THE RISK OF YOUR OWN!

THE END
Looks like a bird...flaps its wings like a bird...ACTUALLY FLIES LIKE A BIRD!!!

"FLAPHAPPY"

the latest scientific marvel!

WOWIE!
LOOK AT 'ER FLY!

Mom and Dad and your friends will say: "I just don't believe it!"—but

FLAPHAPPY will flap its wings just like a real bird and fly like crazy around the room!

Greatest idea since Orville Wright’s flying machine! The experts just couldn’t believe their eyes when they first saw Flaphappy! Because here’s flapping wing motion that really works!

Took over 2000 years to perfect!
The ancient Greeks tried to make a “bird machine”—and failed. Down through the ages others have tried without success. And just think...NOW, AT LAST, YOU CAN OWN ONE!

Offer not good outside of continental U.S.A.

Now you can have this marvelous new toy for a song! Ordinarily such an exciting flying toy might be quite expensive. But by special arrangement the makers of GRAPE-NUTS and GRAPE-NUTS FLAKES now offer these toys for ONLY 15¢ AND A BOX TOP from either of these great cereals!! Offer terminates December 31, 1949

BE THE FIRST OF YOUR GANG TO GET IT—MAIL THIS NOW!

Rush me that flappin', flyin' Flaphappy Bird!
Post's Cereals—Dept. N.—P.O. Box 259
Battle Creek, Mich.

Gentlemen, I'm enclosing 15¢ and the top from a box of Grape-Nuts (or Grape-Nuts Flakes). Send my Flaphappy!

MY NAME ________________________________

STREET or RFD _______________________

CITY __________ ZONE ______ STATE __________

This offer void in any federal, state, or local municipality where prohibited or otherwise restricted.
Nature's Curiosity Shop

**Hippopotamus**: Only the Queen Bumble Bee lives through the winter. The remainder of the bees dying off with the coming of cold weather! Kinda lonesome in the winter!

**Hey!**

**Hey!**

**Mountain Sheep**: Successfully defy all enemies except man.

**Oh-Oh!**

There is less than 2 pounds of radium in all the world!

The vitality of a willow seed lasts but a single day... therefore it must fall on wet ground in order to grow!

---
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"DON'T blame your tools, son."

Inside the well-fitted workshop the older man watched the disconsolate boy who had just flung the half finished model plane aside.

"But, Dad, how can any one work with these old tools?"

The man's eyes took in the array of varied tools before speaking. "The trouble, my boy, is not that the tools are so old... but that you are young. You need patience. A wonderful thing, patience. . . ."

"Pretend that you are in France, near the German border. The name of the town is Strasbourg, formerly known as Strassburg. It is near the striking of the hour, and you notice many people streaming towards a central part of the town.

"Interested, you follow them. In a short while you understand, and are also excited as you see the workings of that mechanical marvel known as the Strasbourg Clock.

"It is Sunday, and the clock's way of showing this is a movable, intricately carved horse-drawn chariot driven by Apollo.

"There have been three Strasbourg Clocks, each an improvement on the other. The first was constructed about 1352, but of that one nothing now remains but the cock which emerges to flap its wings, stretch its neck, and crow.

"In 1571, the task of rebuilding was given to Conradus Dasypodiuis, professor of mathematics at Strasbourg. Inside the Strasbourg Cathedral he applied himself to the vast task. His sight began failing, but he bravely persisted in his work, completing the clock in three years, although he became totally blind before he had it ready for the cathedral facade."
“Early in the nineteenth century, reconstruction was necessary and the painstaking job was entrusted to Charles Schwilgue. He began his efforts in 1838 and was finished about the middle of 1842.

“You and the others now see the result as the Strasbourg Clock performs its wonderful tricks. These vary with the passing minutes, the hours, and even of the days and seasons, for the clock is connected with the chimes and rings all the appropriate tunes at festival seasons.

“On its floor level is a celestial globe indicating the rising, setting and passage, over the meridian of Strasbourg, of all stars that can be seen with the naked eye.

“So you can see, in this globe of the heavens, the daily motion of the earth, the continued motion of the sun as it runs its course every year, and the moon every twenty-eight days.

“Quarter hours and the minutes are shown by a passing parade of characters of all ages, from children to old men, showing endless ingenuity and invention.

“I have already told you how Sunday is portrayed. The other days of the week are also represented by allegorical figures. On Monday, Diana will be in a beautifully carved chariot drawn by a stag. On the following days you will see Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn all taking their turns.

“But that is not all. As light slants through the cathedral window it points up two circles. You may well blink your eyes in amazement, for scientists, as well as countless tourists, have come to ponder on the wonders displayed by these circles.

“They clearly show the yearly calendar, the century calendar, eclipses, dominical letters, and quantities of other data both scientific and otherwise.

“The twenty-foot high structure has been struck by lightning several times, but in spite of this has been running steadily since 1852. Why? Because of the infinite care with which it was made and remade.

“And, remember, that the fourteenth, sixteenth and nineteenth century artisans who worked on it did so without the finely balanced precision tools which we take so for granted today.

“They used whatever tools they had, and to those they added love of their work. Most important of all, this mechanical wonder which draws people from all over the world was completed because the men who labored long on it had patience.”

His story finished, the older man patted the boy on the shoulder, then strolled outside. He listened a moment. All was silent... and then he heard the busy clinking, scraping and tapping of tools. He smiled.

—Charles King
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ESCAPED BEAR... AND A BARE ESCAPE!
ANOTHER JIM WISE "P-F" STORY

THE GANG WAS OUT ON A HIKE THE DAY BIG BRUNO ESCAPED FROM THE CIRCUS...
HE'S HEADING FOR THE WOODS... AFTER HIM, MEN!

IN THE WOODS, JIM AND THE BOYS ARE TRAIL-BLAZING, WHEN SUDDENLY...
HOLY SMOKE! WHERE DID HE COME FROM?

THIS IS NO TIME TO FIND OUT, LET'S GO, BOYS! ON THE DOUBLE!

HEAD FOR THAT DEEP OPEN PIT WE PASSED BEFORE... FASTER, FELLAS!

I'M SURE GLAD JIM TOLD US ABOUT "P-F" IS!

WHAT JIM TOLD THE BOYS ABOUT "P-F."
HERE'S WHY "P-F" GIVES YOU MORE STAYING POWER, SPEEDS UP YOUR GAME, MAKES YOU A BETTER ATHLETE:
1. THIS RIGID WEDGE KEEPS THE BONES OF THE FOOT IN THEIR NATURAL, NORMAL POSITION.
2. THIS SPONGE RUBBER CUSHION PROTECTS THE SENSITIVE AREA OF THE FOOT.

"P-F." MEANS POSTURE FOUNDATION

THE BOYS END THEIR LIFE-AND-DEATH SPRINT WITH A RECORD-BUSTIN' BROADJUMP...

...AND BIG BRUNO MAKES A HOLE IN ONE!

HERE, BOYS--HAVE SOME FREE PASSES TO THE BIG SHOW. THAT WAS ONE TRICK WE CIRCUS FOLKS NEVER SAW BEFORE...

NO TRICK TO IT, SIR-- WHEN YOU'RE WEARING "P-F"'S!

GIVE YOUR FEET A TREAT. GET YOUR "P-F" CANVAS SHOES TODAY.

"P-F" CANVAS SHOES MADE ONLY BY B.F. Goodrich and Hood Rubber Co.
FLYING SAUCERS! EVERYONE SAW THEM! NO ONE KNEW WHAT THEY MEANT! THEN ETTA CANDY CLAIMED SHE SAW THREE OF THEM LAND NEAR HER FATHER'S RANCH—but ETTA DISAPPEARED!

WONDER WOMAN—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY—FOLLOWED HER TRAIL INTO THE MOST DANGEROUS YET COLORFUL ADVENTURE OF HER CAREER... IN "THE RETURN OF THE FLYING SAUCERS!"
IN THE OFFICES OF ARMY INTELLIGENCE--

BAH FLYING SAUCERS AGAIN! I'M SURPRISED AT YOU-- THESE REPORTS ARE SHEER NONSENSE--

MAYBE NOT, GEN. DARNELL----READ THIS LETTER! IT'S FROM ETTA CANDY----SHE'S OUT WEST ON HER FATHER'S RANCH.

DEAR DIANA, TELL GEN. DARNELL THAT WE SAW THREE FLYING SAUCERS AND NEAR THE BAR-L RANCH TODAY WE'RE GOING TO CHECK UP--"

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THAT, GENERAL?

IT'S RIDICULOUS! THE GIRLS PROBABLY SAW A FEW ARMY TARGET BALLOONS! FOOLISHNESS!

BUT EVEN AS DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE SPECULATES--

WOO WOO, COME ON, KIDS. BOBBY STRONG HAS REPORTED ANOTHER FLYING SAUCER JUST BEYOND THE BLUE HILLS--

BETTER BE READY TO MENTAL RADIO WONDER WOMAN IF THIS TURNS OUT TO BE TROUBLE, ETTA!

RIGHT! LET'S GO, GALS!

YIPPEE!

AND JUST BEYOND THE BLUE HILLS--

THE HATCHES ARE OPEN! AND THE MAGNETIC RAYS ARE READY TO OPERATE. MALIGNO!

GOOD! BE READY TO DIRECT THEM AT THESE APPROACHING RIDERS--REMEMBER WE MUST LEAVE NO TRACE OF OUR PRESENCE. CRUELO'S ORDERS ARE TO BRING BACK SAMPLES OF THE PEOPLE OF THIS OUTER WORLD. HE WOULD TEST THEIR STRENGTH BEFORE ATTEMPTING WARFARE!
SUDDENLY--

ETTA, HELP! SOMETHING'S GRABBED ME!

I CAN'T, ROBERTA-- SOMETHING'S GOT ME TOO--

THE GIRLS BATTLE FURIOUSLY BUT HELPLESSLY AGAINST THE STRANGE FORCE WHICH DRAWS THEM TO THE SHIP!

WELCOME TO OUR HUMBLE QUARTERS! PLEASE DO NOT RESIST CAPTURE! IT IS A WASTE OF VALUABLE ENERGY!

GOT TO GET A MESSAGE THROUGH TO WONDER WOMAN... CALLING WONDER WOMAN!

CALLING WONDER WOMAN-- WE'VE BEEN CAPTURED BY AN INVISIBLE FORCE! WE'RE IN A SAUCER SHIP-- BELIEVE WE'RE HEADING NORTH-- NEED HELP--

GREAT HERA!

QUICKLY DIANA BECOMES WONDER WOMAN AND MENTALLY SUMMONS HER INVISIBLE PLANE--

LEAVE IT TO ETTA CANDY TO TRY TO TACKLE A FLYING SAUCER SINGLE HANDED! THIS MEANS ACTION FOR WONDER WOMAN!

BUT AS WONDER WOMAN SWINGS UP TO HER PLANE--

WONDER WOMAN! WHAT LUCK! I WAS JUST COMING TO SEE DIANA.

CLIMB UP QUICKLY, STEVE! DIANA CALLED ME-- SHE RECEIVED A MESSAGE FROM ETTA CANDY. SHE AND HER HOLIDAY GIRLS ARE PRISONERS ABOARD A FLYING SAUCER!

AND ABOARD THE STRANGE FLYING DISC, ETTA KEEPS MENTAL RADIOING WONDER WOMAN.

CALLING WONDER WOMAN-- WE'RE ALMOST TO THE NORTH POLE-- NOTHING BUT ICEBERGS BELOW!

I SEE YOU GIRLS ARE SENSIBLY KEEPING QUIET! GOOD!-- YOU WILL LAST LONGER THAT WAY-- A LITTLE LONGER ANYWAY! HA HA!
AT THE TOP OF THE WORLD, THE FLYING DISC COMES TO A LANDING BEFORE A YAWNING HOLE IN THE ICE—

PREPARE THE SHIP FOR THE DESCENT—

ETTA—LOOK! THAT STRANGE BLUE LIGHT COMING FROM THAT HOLE IN THE ICE!

CALLING WONDER WOMAN—

WONDER WOMAN AND STEVE, FOLLOWING ETTA GANDY'S RADIO BEAM AT TERRIFIC SPEED, ARRIVE IN TIME TO SEE—

STEVE, LOOK! THE SHIP IS DISAPPEARING INTO THAT HOLE—

THAT BLUE LIGHT COMING OUT OF THE HOLE—WHAT'S IT MEAN?

WHATEVER IT IS, WE'RE HEADING RIGHT FOR IT—AND FAST!

LOOK AT THAT INCLINE—LIKE A TOBOGGAN SLIDE! I ONLY HOPE IT DOESN'T HAVE A DEAD END—

—DOWN, DOWN—FLASHES WONDER WOMAN'S PLANE—FASTER, FASTER—THE MILES RUSH BY—

—AND THEN—

MERCIFUL MINERVA! A WORLD WITHIN A WORLD—

LOOK AT THAT—A BLUE SUN! I'M GOING TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND—
STEVE—LOOK OUT! JUMPING BLUE BLAZES—FLYING WOLVES!

GRR-OWL

SNAR-RL

THE ARROUSED AMAZON MAIDEN LEAPS TO STEVE'S RESCUE—

WOLF BIRDS THAT GROWL AND FLY—

GRR-OWL!

AND CRY—!

WHILE THE ALLURING AMAZON'S DOING BATTLE WITH THE WOLF BIRDS—

WE HAVE ONE OF THEM—LEAVE THE OTHER—SHE IS AN AMAZON!

WONDER WOMAN SUBDUES THE LAST OF THE MOUNTED BIRD WARRIORS!

LEAPING KANGAS—I MUST ESCAPE OVER YOU GO!

NOT SO FAST, MY FRIEND—NOW TELL ME YOUR STORY—

SOMETHING COMPELS ME TO OBEY—
I WAIT A MINUTE, STEVE--STEVE! HE'S GONE!
HE HAS BEEN CAPTURED BUT NO HARM WILL COME TO HIM--OUR PEOPLE WILL EXCHANGE HIM FOR ONE OF OUR OWN HELD CAPTIVE BY LORD CRUELO.

--AND WONDER WOMAN'S PRISONER TELLS THIS TALE--"A SHORT WHILE AGO ALL WAS PEACE IN THIS LAND--OUR PRINCE ARDENT WAS TO MARRY PRINCESS LURA--THEY WERE DEEPLY IN LOVE--"

A WEEK BEFORE THE WEDDING DAY, PRINCESS LURA FELL STRANGELY ILL--THAT WAS WHEN LORD CRUELO STRUCK--"

"TO ARMS! THE PALACE IS BEING STORMED!"

"BUT MORNING, CRUELO WAS IN POSSESSION OF THE PALACE--AND PRINCESS LURA HAD RECOVERED. SHE DEMANDED THAT CRUELO REMAIN IN POWER AS HER PRIME MINISTER--"

"HEAR YE--HEAR YE--THIS PROCLAMATION BY PRINCESS LURA--"

"CRUELO'S MEN HUNTED THE FOLLOWERS OF PRINCE ARDENT LIKE DOGS--WE FLED TO THE DARK COUNTRY--"

"AND THAT IS ALL--EXCEPT THAT NOW CRUELO WISHES TO CONQUER THE OUTSIDE WORLD--HIS LUST FOR POWER KNOWS NO BOUNDS--"

"MADE HASTE, CRUELO'S MEN ARE ABOUT--"

"CAN YOU TAKE ME TO CRUELO'S CITY?"

"MINUTES LATER, SPEEDING TOWARD CRUELO'S STRONGHOLD--"

"AN INVISIBLE PLANE--THIS IS SOMETHING NEW--EVEN FOR OUR WORLD OF MOLTONTA--"

"YOUR WORLD OF MOLTONTA, ESPECIALLY CRUELO, WILL SEE A LOT OF NEW THINGS IF ANYTHING HAPPENS TO MY FRIENDS!"
Meanwhile in the presence of Lord Cruelo—

Your Majesty—here are some living specimens from the outside world!

Excellent! These are the people we must eventually defeat! Prepare an endurance test for them and send them to the arena!

And—Maligno—prepare the brain control machine—it's time for the princess Lura to have another treatment—

I understand, Cruelo—

In Princess Lura's quarters—

Ah, my dear Lura—you're as lovely as ever! I think I'll announce our wedding tomorrow—

Why, I—tell me, Cruelo—have you any word yet of Prince Ardent?—

Ayee! In spite of Maligno's machine she still thinks of Ardent—

Meanwhile—Steve's captors find they have made a serious error!

We thought you were of Cruelo's army! We made a grave mistake and—cost us our leader, Prince Ardent—

Mistress—you say you believe Wonder Woman will go to Cruelo's city—

I have a plan—please let me lead your army!

As Cruelo's plans are carried out Wonder Woman's plane passes overhead—

Wonder Woman, look down below in the city arena—

Etta Candy—and the girls! What are those strange beasts?
MANGATORS! THE DEADLIEST REPTILE OF ALL MOLTENIA--YOUR FRIENDS ARE DOOMED--

MERCIFUL MINERVA--NO! NOT WHILE I'M ALIVE TO HELP--

HA HA HA--EARTH PEOPLE HAVE NO DEFENSE AGAINST OUR DOMESTIC PETS! THE OUTSIDE WORLD WILL BE AN EASY CONQUEST!

I'M CAUGHT! HELP!

HELP!

AND THEN LIKE A LIGHTNING BOLT--

WONDER WOMAN!

LOOKS AS THOUGH I'M RIGHT ON TIME--

CRUELO'S FACE GROWS LIVID WITH RAGE--

I HATE TO DO THIS, OLD BOY--

DRINK

SWING IT, WONDER WOMAN!

BUT I'M AFRAID IT'S NECESSARY--

OOF--GUARD--DESTROY THAT AMAZON!

HOT CHOCOLATE!!
THE ALLURING AMAZON WRECKS HAVOC AMONG CRUELO’S TROOPS—
SHE FIGHTS STRONGER THAN TEN MEN! THE PARALYZER—USE THE PARALYZER!
A WEIRD CANNON-LIKE CONTRAPTION IS BROUGHT TO THE FIELD AND A COWARDLY SHOT IS FIRED!
HA! GOOD SHOT! RIGHT AT THE BASE OF THE SKULL!
NOT EVEN AN AMAZON CAN TAKE A BLOW LIKE THAT!

WONDER WOMAN RECOVERS CONSCIOUSNESS TO FIND—
MY WRISTS CHAINED BY MEN! BY THE LAWS OF APHRODITE, I AM HELPLESS—
YOUR MAJESTY, NEVER HAVE I SEEN SUCH A TIGRESS!
AYE—HELPLESS—AND WHEN SHE AND HER STUPID FRIENDS GET A TREATMENT FROM THE PARALYZER, THEY’LL BE NOTHING—SEE, I TURN IT UP TO FULL POWER—
WE’RE NOT WASHED UP YET—YOU STUFFED SHIRT—

AND THEN I SHALL CONQUER THE OUTSIDE WORLD! HA HA HA—
I MUST BREAK MY BONDS—BUT HOW?
HSST—WONDER WOMAN—IT IS —OAHU! QUICKLY TAKE THIS WALL! IT CONTAINS AN ACID WHICH WILL DISSOLVE THE CHAINS—
GOOD WORK, OAHU! POUR IT ON MY WRIST CHAINS—I CAN BREAK THE OTHERS IF MY WRISTS ARE FREE!
AH--PRINCESS LURA--YOU ARE JUST IN TIME TO WITNESS A LITTLE EXPERIMENT--READY, MALIGNO?

THE PRINCESS LURA!

ODAY, HARRY!

BUT THE NEXT INSTANT--

LORD CRUELO--THE CITY IS BEING ATTACKED--THOUSANDS OF WAR BIRDS FROM THE DARK COUNTRY--

WHAT? MAN YOUR DEFENSES--GUARD, KILL THE PRISONERS! WE'VE NO TIME TO WASTE ON THEM!

--AND IN THAT INSTANT--

MY WRISTS ARE FREE--MY ANKLES ARE PINIONED--BUT--MY STRENGTH RETURNS BY APHRODITE'S LAW!

ARDENT--MY BELOVED!

LURA!

ARDENT--YOU HERE?

GUARD--KILL HIM--!

NO, CRUELO!

HERE GOES!

WITH A MIGHTY SURGE, WONDER WOMAN LEAPS UPWARDS, BREAKING THE REMAINING CHAINS!

GUARD--WONDER WOMAN IS FREE! KILL HER! KILL HER!
I MUST FREE THE GIRLS--

STAND BACK, LURA, WHILE I TAKE CARE OF THIS GARRION.

THE HOllIDAY GIRLS GO INTO ACTION--

--AND CRUELO FALLS INTO THE RAY OF HIS OWN PARALYZING MACHINE.--

THAT MACHINE--HIS OWN SYMBOL OF HATE AND DESTRUCTION--DESTROYED HIM!

KEEP AWAY FROM ME--Y-YOU--AGH--

MOMENTS LATER THE DOORS OF THE PRISON CRASH OPEN--TO DISCLOSE--

STEVE, AT YOUR SERVICE, GORGEOUS!

THE BIRDGIRLS HAVE COME--

THE CITY IS FREE!
OH, LURA, THANK GOODNESS YOU'RE ALL RIGHT--

YES--CRUELO KEPT ME SUBJUGATED BY USING THE BRAIN CONTROL MACHINE, BUT NOW HE IS GONE AND WE CAN LIVE TOGETHER IN PEACE--

THEN YOU, ODAN, WERE PRINCE ARDENT ALL THE TIME--

YES, IT WAS MY GOOD FORTUNE TO BE CAPTURED BY YOU--I CAN PROMISE YOU NOW, WE SHALL NEVER MAKE WAR ON THE OUTER WORLD--

ESCORTED BY THE FLYING BIRD WOMEN, WONDER WOMAN, STEVE, AND THE HOLLYDAY GIRLS LEAVE MOLTENIA IN THEIR INVISIBLE PLANE--

FAREWELL, WONDER WOMAN, WE SHALL NEVER FORGET YOU!

FAREWELL!

WOOWOO! I KINDA HATE TO LEAVE--

BACK ONCE MORE, STEVE AND WONDER WOMAN ENTER DARNELL'S OFFICE--

OH--THERE YOU ARE--I'VE BEEN LOOKING ALL OVER FOR YOU--WHERE'S DIANA--PRINCE? GOT A JOB FOR HER TOO--

--ER--DIANA WILL BE IN THE OFFICE LATER TODAY--

GENERAL, ABOUT THOSE FLYING SAUCERS--WE--

FLYING SAUCERS? IN YOUR ABSENCE WE CHECKED THOSE STORIES THOROUGHLY--NOT A WORD OF TRUTH IN ANY OF THEM--SHEER STUFF AND NONSENSE JUST LIKE THE FIRST REPORTS ABOUT THEM!
YIPPEE!

The Official Bubble Gum of Ringling Bros & Barnum & Bailey Circus

Bazooka

Comics in Every Package

Get 20 "Magic Quiz" Pictures!

Complete with Mystery Developing Paper

10¢ and ONE BAZOOKA WRAPPER

Kids! Get 20 exciting "Magic Quiz" photos. Quiz question on back. Put wet mystery paper on blank side—presto—beautiful, real photo appears...the answer to question! Send today, 10¢ and one Bazooka wrapper, to Bazooka, P. O. Box 100, Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
Twin Popsicle Fudgsicle Creamsicle Ice Cream
ON-A-STICK
SAVE BAGS WITH THE RED DOTS
and all bags which say "Save these bags for Gifts" and also "Licensed by JOE LOWE CORP."

WATER PISTOL
Repeater. Shoots over 100 times with one refill. Looks like U. S. Army .45
200 BAGS or 40c & 25 BAGS

EXPLORER'S WRIST COMPASS
75 BAGS or 15c & 10 BAGS

BOB FELLER BAT PENCIL
Accurate model of big league bat. Autographed by Ace Pitcher of Cleveland Indians.
50 BAGS or 10c & 5 BAGS

SKULL RING
Good luck ring. Glowing, jeweled eyes. Adjustable to any size.
50 BAGS or 10c & 5 BAGS

GENE AUTRY COWBOY BELT
250 BAGS or 50c & 25 BAGS

PERSONAL NAME PENCILS
Printed with your own name in gold letters. Print your name clearly on order.
3 PENCILS for 75 BAGS, or 15c & 10 BAGS

SEND YOUR BAGS TO "POPSICLE PETE"
Dept. C, P. O. Box 1299
New York 8, N. Y.
ASK FOR "POPSICLE PETE'S GIANT GIFT LIST. IT'S FREE at your nearest Ice Cream Store or write to "Popsicle Pete" address above.
This offer expires April 1, 1950.
Romantic as an Arizona Sunset

You'll thrill to this brand-new type of magazine filled with modern love stories set against the exciting and colorful panorama of the most romantic country this side of Paradise!

On Sale Everywhere

In this first big issue:
- Escape from Love
- A Heart Divided
- Dangerous Sweetheart
- Untamed
- And other heart-warming features
Free!

BIG
32 PAGE
1949 BASEBALL HANDBOOK

"It's just packed with baseball dope! Every real fan will want one."

says Tom Henrich
popular star of the N. Y. Yankees — "Old Reliable", American League's 1948 leading extra base hitter.

A trunkload of knowledge, secrets, tips, know-how . . . by one of America's foremost baseball sportswriters . . . gathered in his many years of reporting the major league teams and stars.

And it's FREE! Stop in at one of the many Thom McAn shoe stores and ask for your FREE copy.

LOADED WITH BASEBALL DOPE

— 1949 Major League baseball schedules.
— Seating diagrams of all Major League Ball Parks.
— Major League Team statistics.
— Leading batting, fielding, pitching records.
— How to keep box scores like a baseball writer.
— Complete 1948 World Series statistics.
— Baseball quiz and many other "hot" features.

How To Play Big League Baseball

PROFESSIONAL PITCHING SECRETS. How to follow-through, throw a curve, fast ball, knuckler, slow ball.

HANDY BATTING POINTERS. How to stand, grip a bat, "step into a pitch," bunt.

PLAYING THE INFIELD. How to play first, second, third bases and shortstop. How and where to play a bunt, hit-and-run, double play, tag a man out.

OUTFIELD FLYCHASING. How to field a fly ball, play left and right handed batters, field a ground ball, back-up the infield.

And much more, besides . . .

If There Is No Thom McAn Store Near You Write In For Your "Baseball Handbook"

THOM McAN, Dept. B
P.O. Box 78
New York 46, N. Y.

Name
Address
Town or City State

If there is no Thom McAn store in your neighborhood, mail this coupon (plus 10c in coin or stamps to cover handling and mailing costs)

A DIVISION OF MELVILLE SHOE CORPORATION